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SE article 2. 
Making a micro documentary on a shoestring budget: Production and post-production   
Anita Jetnikoff 
This is the second article in this series, which follows the article on preproduction of a micro-
documentary. In the previous issue I covered: modelling and providing a project context, 
brainstorming the character and concept, preproduction research, designing the story, finding 
and framing the central character, describing the problem and the hook, and narrative 
sequencing. I also suggested forming production teams and assigning production roles, and 
planning a shooting schedule, designing the soundtrack, considering style, the interview and 
pitching the documentary. As suggested in the previous article, it is assumed that you and 
your students will have access to cameras and adequate software for editing. Although 
frankly I’m sure I and my students could make a low-end movie using our mobile phones, but 
what we are envisaging here is a somewhat higher quality production. In this article I’ll cover 
aspects of production and post, including conducting and shooting the interview, shooting 
and gathering additional material, and the basics of capturing, cutting and assembling the 
final story in post production. Suggestions will be made for storing the project between 
editing sessions and outputting as well as sharing your documentary with others. I will also 
address ‘fair dealing,’ in terms of copyright and gathering of images and music in relation to 
screening issues. 
The shoot  
By the time you get to the shoot, you’ll be working from the schedule you planned earlier in 
pre-production. You will have already refined your questions around the central problem.  
Even though you need to be flexible to allow for minor changes on the shooting day(s) 
structured planning allows time to be saved. On the day of the shoot, make sure you have all 
your equipment ready including camera(s), tripod, spare camera batteries, (and AC adaptors), 
sound gear, including external microphones and spare batteries if you have access to these, 
plus all the necessary cables, headphones and gaff tape if you have some can be very handy 
for securing many things on a ‘set’. It can also be very useful to record the entire interview on 
an MP3 recorder, so that if you are relying on simple video editing programs with single 
audio tracks, you allow more flexibility with your soundtrack later. You also need to ensure 
that you have any props you may need and your interview questions.   
Tip: Don’t give the questions to the interviewee beforehand as this precludes spontaneity and 
can interfere with the look of the piece. I remember one interviewee in a student production, 
who was an extremely lively, musical and funny grandfather, Jimmy who had come to 
Australia as a 10 pound pom. Unfortunately in deference to his advanced age, the team had 
given him their questions to which he’d written out the answers. He then wanted to read from 
the paper, using his place, rustling the paper, and making wild gesticulations which bumped 
the microphone, tangling himself in the wires, and revealing his note pages in the shot. What 
could have been a very entertaining interview looked very accidental and amateur and 
detracted from ‘Jimmy’s’ story. This couldn’t be saved in post, because he spent time looking 
at his notes and the ‘eyeline’ was out. Be sure you leave plenty of time to set up your 
equipment, that the interviewee will be in the best position to be filmed and that their answers 
will be as spontaneous as possible. 
Composition tips for framing an interview subject.  
When shooting the interviewee it’s best to frame the subject in a mid shot, off to one side of 
the frame. You will probably have noted this when you deconstructed the models of 
professionally made documentaries in the preproduction phase. Sometimes you will see a 
lamp or a vase of flowers which balances the space in the rest of the frame. I almost always 
shoot in 4:3 ratio, which is the size of a normal TV screen. If you shoot in 16:9, (widescreen) 
which is beautiful for landscapes, the subjects may look stretched sideways and you may also 
need to fill the rest of the frame space with something larger, or wider than normal. You may 
need to check your camera to ensure that the ratio you want is set before you begin to shoot. 
Many new digital cameras are set to 16:9 as a default to compensate for the ubiquitous 
widescreen LCD TVs in many people’s homes. This is your choice of course, but it makes a 
difference in the editing phase, so whichever ratio you choose make sure it’s consistent all the 
way through the shoot, so that the editing phase will be easier. If you consider the rule of 
thirds and compose your shots around the central points of interest, you should be fine. To 
visualise this just imagine the framed image you see in the LCD or viewfinder divided into 9 
equal cells, the points of interests lie around the edges of the perimeter of the innermost celli. 
If the subject’s face is in the dead centre it will look very confronting and uncomfortable for 
the viewer, so unless that’s the deliberate effect you want, set the face to one side. Be sure to 
include enough head room above the subject’s head, but not so much that the background 
becomes distracting.  
Colour is also important in composition. I can’t stand beige, but I recently watched a very 
sensitive, student- made documentary about Alzheimer’s disease, and the whole set; walls, 
couches, clothes, doilies, cups were neutral colours, which perfectly matched the sombre 
nature of the topic and the soft, white-haired interviewees. In contrast to this, Andrew Denton 
recently interviewed Nigella Lawsonii who wore a vermillion sweater. Filling the left of the 
16:9 frame were two pots, aqua and vermillion. The effect was balanced by contrasting 
colour. I once interviewed a wonderful, dynamic, purple- haired teacher against a lavender 
wall, with the space filled by a lime green plant created an electric composition suited to her 
peronality. So think about the colours on your set and what your subject is wearing on the day 
of the shoot. 
Conducting the interview 
When conducting the interview the production roles come into play. One person can ask the 
questions, one can operate the camera and check on the available light, another can work on 
sound. Because you will have planned your shoot, you will hopefully have already visited the 
subject to locate the best spot for the interview. If for some reason you couldn’t get access to 
the interview location (s), you will have a get there early and improvise on the day.  If you 
are shooting inside, try to set up beside a window. A natural light source from the side is 
often effective, or if outdoors set up in even light, providing the location is quiet. 
The audio person needs to make sure the dialogue sound is good and clear through the 
camera and that there is minimal interference from extraneous background noise. Check 
sounds from fixtures like air conditioner motors, which may be difficult to remove unless you 
are using sophisticated editing software afterwards. In terms of your final product, the clearer 
the sound of the interview the better. Sometimes things can’t be avoided, such as crows 
carking in the background. Once I agreed to shoot a round-table conversation in a location 
someone else had chosen. It was next to a building site where at frequent intervals a bobcat 
approached the wall of the building and scraped a load of broken glass and rubble from 
outside the window where the conversation was occurring. The shoot was saved by very 
sensitive lapel and boundary microphonesiii, but you may not have access to this kind of 
equipment, so it’s worth hunting for the location with the least outside noise. I once judged a 
film competition where some students had tried to interview some young people at a rock 
concert with the band blaring away in the background. Nothing was audible in the interview 
at all, because they’d used only the camera’s built in microphone. Most cameras have a 
headphone jack to check this. Another member of the team can take stills photographs of the 
subject or of any artefacts/ photos or objects that will aid in telling the subject’s story. It 
should be something which is appropriate for the story, such as a student at their desk or 
computer or in a library; a manager at their desk, a radio announcer in a studio. If the ‘set’ is 
cluttered don’t be afraid to ask politely to rearrange things for a more pleasing aesthetic 
effect, as long as you carefully replace everything afterwards, people often don’t mind the 
change. For instance a plant on one side of a subject can fill in the frame space and soften the 
effect of the composition. But a spiky plant directly behind the head of a subject may give the 
appearance of horns growing from their head- which unless your topic or subject is 
deliberately diabolical is not a good look.  Graffitti on a wall behind a subject might be 
distracting unless your subject is a fringe artist or your documentary is about aerosol 
‘tagging’. A good rule of thumb is that the ‘set’ needs to say something about the subject, but 
not be too distracting. 
Conducting the interview 
Make sure you do a one or two minute ‘dummy run,’ that is, ask informal questions to put 
your interview subject at ease and to check your sound and composition before asking the 
real questions in the interview. These can be just banal pleasantries about the day or even the 
weather. Rewind the tape after a few minutes and check your sound, lighting and composition 
and make any necessary adjustments. When asking the questions, the interviewer should stay 
out of the shot if possible. The effect of focusing the camera on the subject alone, draws the 
viewer into their story. It can feel as if the subject is speaking directly to the viewer. Keep 
you reactions as non-verbal as possible, so that you can change the order of the responses 
later in post. Intrusive interviewer sounds can distract from the suspension of disbelief, 
especially if they overlap a really significant point made by the speaker. This can come down 
to fraction-of-a-second editing later when you remove the questions from the story. Let the 
questions flow and let the interviewer talk as freely as possible. You are aiming for 10 second 
sound bytes, but often these can be cut into shorter audio segments. Also it is not uncommon 
for a longish story to be told in one go, although you may need to break this up visually later 
with stills or footage which illustrates the story being told. You will, in any case be using the 
interview as a basis for gathering other visual and audio material to tell the story. If you want 
to ask questions to draw out the points being made or the stories being told, allow time for the 
subject to complete their version before cutting in on them. Be prepared to sacrifice questions 
if they have already been answered. 
When the entire interview is over, leave the camera running for a while. Sometimes this is 
when the person really relaxes and you may just catch a brilliant, spontaneous moment or 
unguarded comment which you can use later. Sometimes these magic moments when the 
subject relaxes give you the title or the ending of your documentary, so be aware that even if 
you plan well, the best footage can be unplanned.  
Rewind and review your tape right there and then to check that you have all the footage you 
want, in case you need to reshoot something right away. It’s much harder to redo this later 
and maintain continuity and spontaneity in the interview. That’s why David Attenborough 
always wears exactly the same clothes throughout the entire filming of a long TV series. 
Scenes can then be cutaway and inserted smoothly later even though they may have been shot 
at very different times and locations. Keep the interview fairly brief (within an hour’s filming 
if possible) so that you do not have to discard too much footage when you come to edit. A 
ratio of one to 12 is fairly normal for documentary footage, but you will go crazy if you have 
to reduce 10 hours of footage to a five minute micro-documentary. This is where your pre-
production planning comes into its own. Having said that, keeping a written log of what you 
have shot complete with time code indicators, is very useful later when you come to make an 
EDL or edit decision list of all the footage you will finally use in your documentary. 
Camera tips for the interviewiv 
 Many visual faults can be fixed in post, but there is never any substitute for good, steady 
camera work. For interviews keep the camera still with a tripod, but resist the temptation to 
zoom in and out unnecessarily. If you don’t have a tripod, then rest the camera on a friend’s 
shoulder or the back of a chair at the right height. If the subject says something intimate, you 
can very, very, slowly bring the camera angle, or the reset the actual camera and tripod closer 
to the subject. That is the one time the zoom is useful. If you have two cameras, you might 
wish to set up two different angles on the subject, one three quarter and one close to front-on. 
This however, should be done consistently throughout the interview time, so that the sound is 
synched for both angles equally and you can cut between them seamlessly when editing. You 
virtually have to be an editor in advance and design and shoot the video as if you have seen 
and heard it already edited. You can’t really write dialogue in a documentary script, because 
you don’t yet know what people will say, but you can certainly write a good sharp set of open 
ended questions, which you want to ask your interview subject and you want your 
documentary to answer. 
 
Place the camera slightly to one side and just behind the interviewer. Check the ‘eyeline’ 
looks natural through the LCD screen, common on most mini DV cameras. To do this the 
interviewer can the subject to speak to them as it gives a more natural response than talking 
to a camera lens. Some vloggers haven’t learnt this rule and bombard the viewer with their 
face looking directly into the centre of the camera. You may wish to experiment with this 
before the shoot to check that what you see in the LCD looks close enough to natural 
conversation. The subject’s body could be slightly turned (three quarters) so that their head 
looks back towards the camera and interviewer, this is usually more flattering than front on.  
Lighting 
If you have free access to lighting kits, you may wish to use them, but this can have the effect 
of making the subject react like a roo in headlights and once you start using harsh lighting 
you’ll also need heavy makeup and your shiny subject will no doubt sweat. If you are forced 
to use dark interiors, you can rig up some makeshift lights- some people have used barbeque 
spotlights you will also have to apply heavy makeup (I call this ‘spak filler’) to your subject. 
This is acceptable if you are interviewing a mime or an alternative metal band, who specialise 
in white face, but otherwise, it is a bad look and can make the interviewee feel uncomfortable 
and look unnatural. The light should be as natural as possible, mainly because on a shoe 
string budget, you will probably be using low-end cameras. There needs to be enough light to 
illuminate the face without too much harsh overhead light such as midday sun. If inside, 
avoid neon if possible as this can set up a flicker effect. This total daylight effect can also 
occur if your subject is or sitting directly beneath a halogen light, which can cast harsh lines 
and shadows on the face. It’s a good idea to experiment to see how the shadows fall on the 
face of the subject. To sum up, when shooting on a shoestring budget, setting up the 
interview in a place with good as close as possible to enough natural light is best. 
Finally the interview needs to take place in a quiet spot where you won’t be interrupted and 
where the primary business is being interviewed. It’s a good idea to get some action shots as 
well, but do this independently of the interview if possible. It’s easier to overlay the action 
shots over the audio of the interview than to line up the camera on a fishing trawler for 
instance which is being bobbed about in the waves. Steadycam functions won’t do you much 
good in a situation like that.  
The final point about the location is that some public places require permission of the site 
manager. Cemeteries, pubic cenotaphs, schools, shopping centres, plazas for instance 
sometimes need signed permission, which means you need to write a letter requesting to use 
the site and describing the project. I know many schools don’t bother with this, but that’s 
what happens in real life. In these torrid days of litigation, it means the students are protected 
if anything goes wrong. Even so in some cases, a high-risk site (such as a stunt motorbike 
track) requires my students to show evidence of their institution’s insurance cover for them. 
Most schools and universities have this cover for their students. 
Sound tips when recording the interview 
If possible do not rely on the microphone in the camera. If you have access to an external 
microphone– use it. Either a PZM (sometimes this is called a boundary microphone) or a 
working lapel microphone are the best options, as these capture sound within a smaller radius 
than others. If you are forced to use the camera microphone, be aware that if you zoom, the 
sound often zooms too, so you will suddenly have an increase in volume, which will need to 
be adjusted or ‘normalised’ in post. Be aware of extraneous sounds such as loud 
airconditioner or heater motors, or passing cars. What the human ear regards as natural, will 
often not be recognised as intrusive until too late- thus the importance of doing a sound check 
within the first few minutes of the interview. On one occasion I allowed someone else choose 
a location, which turned out to be right beside where heavy construction work was being 
undertaken. The thick brick walls and boundary microphone did well not to pick up the 
crashing of glass and concrete begin moved by the bobcat just metres away from the ‘round 
table’ discussion. So always think ahead to post production , when considering your 
interview location and if possible choose it yourself and visit it beforehand, even interviewing 
each other to test the sound potential. 
Once again in terms of clean audio it’s best if the interview time and location is reserved just 
for that. The location needs to be as noise-free as possible with the exception of ‘atmos’ and 
normal wild sounds. Even these can interfere, although there is not a lot that can be done if 
the local crow keeps carking in the background, except to change the location or wait until 
they have finished their gossiping. An example of how background noise can interfere with 
the content of the interview was an almost inaudible interview at a rock concert, where the 
background music was so loud as to obscure the speakers’ content altogether. Another more 
subtle instance was one of my students’ documentaries in which a fisherman was interviewed 
in the boatshed whilst scaling a fish. Underneath the monologue was the ticking and scraping 
sound of the scales being removed which was appropriate, diagetic sound for the fisherman, 
talking whilst at workv. In post-production, however, the team decided to use only the audio 
of the interview and overlay with footage of the fisherman at sea, and some carefully crafted 
animation sequences. Suddenly the fish scaling sound under the interview just sounded like a 
mechanical problem with the equipment to the viewer. If you are shooting with a mono 
camera, and using low-end editing software, which I assume many students will be, this is 
almost impossible to fix in post. In short, unless you have access to an extremely sensitive 
lapel microphone, choose a quiet location for your interview. Recording the interview with an 
additional audio recording device such as an MP3 player can also be very useful when it 
comes to editing sound overlays. 
 
 
Gathering the images around the interview 
Once you have shot the interview, you’ll need to gather other images to fill out the story 
visually and make the documentary look interesting. Until you know what the subject has 
said, much of this is hypothetical, even though carefully planned ideas may still be relevant 
and useful. The footage on the trawler mentioned above is a case in point. The footage of the 
fish scaling could have been taken separately to the interview, or on a second camera, as 
visual supporting material and overlayed later. The main point to remember is that it can’t all 
be ‘talking heads’. It’s very important to be clear about what you want your film to ‘say’ 
before, while and after you shoot. Because video documentaries are audiovisual, you need to 
collect ideas about how your documentary will show aspects of drama which make it 
interesting to watch. A good tip is to think in terms of actions or groups of shots rather than 
shot-by-shot. So the story will need to contain a balance between everyday footage such as 
subjects making coffee, fishing, painting, riding horses, playing in a heavy metal band or 
playing with children or whatever fills out your character, as well as footage which show 
conflicts, and/or struggle which develop the story. This is often where still shots come into 
play in a documentary, especially if the references are to the past where archival footage is 
unavailable. Where archival footage does exist, however, and you have permission to use it, 
as long as it can be converted digitally (which is becoming increasingly possible with 
inexpensive analogue-to-digital converters, even for the home user). Your team needs to 
collect relevant images, including limited use of the printed word (or electronic information) 
and anything relevant to the subject and their story, such as information from books, 
photographs, journals, pamphlets or websites. You might also need to talk to people, visit 
locations, study case histories, conduct further reading and possibly interviewing a number of 
other experts/friends or acquaintances to include other angles on the story. 
Some of your earlier research will have already provided you with visual material which you 
can transform into digital formats to include on your project. Apart from your central 
interview, the following list shows how varied your sources of material, can be: 
• photographs or observation footage (this can include your character’s mannerisms 
or expressions, as well as objects around the character, such as a musician’s hands 
playing an electric piano) 
• interview (the subject and one or perhaps two others who can illuminate other 
aspects of the story, understanding that this is a five minute story) 
• talking heads/ vox pops (but only use these if they are carefully edited to make 
reinforce or challenge a point- rather than just inane comments) 
• drama-reconstruction which is in keeping with the period  for example black and 
white reconstruction of a war widow carrying washing to support her children in a 
story about a deserted ‘war bride’ 
• animation (used judiciously and well to illuminate a story) 
• archival/photos (stills)- this can be small segments of existing film or video and 
any photographs the subject may allow you to have access to and. Or digitise by 
scanning or photographing. Newspapers are often a good source of historical 
material as are museums and libraries. Don’t be afraid to visit these places and ask 
to see archival material, you may be surprised what you can get access to as 
students. 
• recycled footage- sometimes a piece of existing footage can be used again. My 
students have converted 8ml film stock home movies (of extraordinarily good 
quality) to digital formats and captured footage of explosions from DVDs, even 
the web can yield AV footage that may be able to be recycled.  Check sites such 
as ‘creative commons,’ where some licensed material scan be used as long as the 
creator is credited with the segment to be deployed. It’s very important when 
recycling footage that you check the source, and obtain the correct permissions. 
• location shoots (for instance establishing shots- such as a long shot of a boat 
before interviewing the fisherman on it.) 
• landscapes 
• video spec FX (used in moderation) 
• humour 
• mise en scene 
• art/abstract images (a white feather deposited in a letter box to symbolise 
cowardice in a story about industrial action) 
• props  
• text on screen 
 
Vary the shot types, but as a general rule of thumb, if taking video footage make sure you 
don’t zoom in and out and hold the camera steadily on the action or subject for 10 seconds, 
even if you use only a fraction of this in the final editvi. After gathering all this material, you 
have to sift through it and be very selective and concise in order to develop your story. A 
documentary is a kind of generic overlap between narrative, (developing a storyline) and 
exposition (developing an argument). Your video is only going to be about 5 minutes long, so 
the careful selection of visual images, sounds and interview ‘bites’ is very important.  
 
You also need to constantly remind yourself again of your audience. For whom is this doco 
being made? Throughout the production process, your team will need to make notes and 
decisions on facts/ visual and sound impressions/ impressions of people and ideas for the 
story. You never know what will be useful and memory is not always to be trusted. These 
notes can be recorded into a three column script, for dialogue, audio and video. Remember 
what you show your audience is more important than what you tell them verbally. Behaviour 
and interaction best show how people live and do things. So, show the fisherman casting his 
net, while railing at ‘fishing policy’. What do the interactions between the fisherman at 
church and his children and parishioners show about him and how do others interact with 
him? How might the symbols of fish be useful for both scenes? Always be thinking about 
how to make the story visual. What do we actually see and hear? Does he receive the 
information about a fishing ban in local waters via a government pamphlet or letter showing a 
date, or hear it on the radio? Does his expression show that he is concerned or worried about 
the announcement? While you are thinking about this, you can construct the ideas as a three 
column script, with image, audio and dialogue notes.  
At this point you could also return to thinking about your project’s style. I wrote about this in 
the previous article on pre-production, and it’s important to revisit this again in post. This is 
because plans to create something in a particular style may not be possible because of the 
limited footage available to tell the story within the tight time frame of a course (that is, if the 
production is going to be assessed, judged or evaluated in any way). A closed tightly 
structured or constructed video, like a biographical portrait would probably best suit the 
subject matter here- hence the series a ‘Slice of Life,’ context.  
 
Post production 
The first and best tip I can give once the editing process begins is as soon as you have opened 
and named your project, save it and save often. Video editing is time consuming and it’s 
devastating to lose work if the program crashes. Save as a project file until you are ready to 
output. 
Sequencing the story in editing 
Your first job is to make an EDLvii of all the footage to see if it’s useful. This can be recorded 
in a table, which includes headings recording time code in and out, description of visual 
context/ audio and notes. This seems tedious but saves you time in the long run, since you 
will have already waded through your material before you begin the very time consuming and 
somewhat fiddly process of capturing your footage. When you come to capture and trim your 
clips, you can fast forward to the exact time code in and out points you want to use. Mostly 
you will be watching these on your camera, since unless you have access to capturing decks, 
you’ll be working from camera to computer via a ‘firewire’ cable. Once this capturing 
process is complete, assembling your audio visual material into a coherent storyline becomes 
a great deal of fun.  
The final product will vary according to the software available to you and your students. 
There is user-friendly video-editing freeware available with all PC with all databases after 
XP. Macs have i movie built in, but fewer people in Australia have these machines. Most 
students, I assume will be using PC software such as Windows Movie Maker 2. An essential 
item of equipment is a computer with a firewire port and video capture card(IEEE link) and a 
compatible cableviii to connect your camera to the computer to capture your footage. Most 
software available to students, works on a timeline and once you master one, the details and 
names of functions may differ, but the basic principles are very similar. Because of a range of 
variations, however, I will describe these processes in general termsix. 
Capturing, trimming and organising clips 
The clips you choose will depend on the style you have chosen. A good rule of thumb is to 
capture the interview segments first and save these as ‘interview’ clips. Capture the clips with 
extra seconds to spare on either side, so they can be trimmed down without losing vital 
information.  If you don’t do this it’s easy to lose the integrity of the sound bite and a 
recapture is necessary, which is very time wasting. Once the clips have been captured and 
organised they can be trimmed, following the instructions of the program, to the exact length 
you need. In movie Maker you trim the clips inside the timeline. Once you have decided 
which bits of interview information to include, this then tells you what other material to 
capture (in the case of video footage) or  import, as stills or audio into the program to tell the 
story.  
You have to think about how a sequence/ structure can emerge from all this material in order 
to tell the most effective story for the target audience? You need to ask yourself again at this 
point, what’s this story about?  Is it clear or ambiguous? How do we develop and deliver the 
information and message and also maintain cohesion by image/ narration and sounds? Is our 
structure linear/ circular/ reflexive? Is the story based on motif/symbol or image? How will 
we deal with the dimension of time, when you have such a short space of time to tell your 
story? How do we create an emotional connection to the subject/topic? What is unusual or 
interesting about it? How narrowly can the program focus its attentions? 
Assembling 
Assembling is basically dragging the trimmed clips onto the timeline. In a basic program like 
Movie maker you have to trim the clips inside the timeline (the double arrows bordering the 
clip if you click on it can just be dragged in to the desired length). If you make a mistake just 
press undo and try again. It also help when fine trimming to enlarge the timeline view by 
using the ‘+’ function so that you can trim more accurately. Use the timeline numbers at the 
top of the timeline to match clips with other tracks. Asking the questions above of all the 
available material, will help you assemble the story- return to your original plan and see if the 
interview material has changed any of this and could there be a change in focus to the story?  
 
You have to match extra visual and sound content with what is said in the interview. This 
additional content can fit on the same video track in between the interview clips, or overlayed 
as images, cutaways or sounds, depending on the sophistication of the software you are using. 
You will need to experiment with the program you are using to see how many tracks it gives 
you to work with. Ideally if you have software to support it,  you will need 2 video and 2 
audio tracks to allow for overlays.. The second video track is for overlaying images to cover 
the original interview footage and the second audio track is to underlay music and or 
narration. The video from the camera  is locked together with the sound from the video on 
Audio track 1. In Movie Maker 2, however, you have just one video track and one audio track 
but you can drag still images on top of the video and it will dissolve in as an overlay on the 
video track in the timeline.  The sound is harder to manipulate and involves tweaking volume 
controls or importing already remixed sound from another program such as audacity.  Do use 
the help menu and online support for whatever software program you are using, forums can 
be an invaluable source of tips and tricks for editing. 
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In one project made by a student, an elderly couple reminisced about Brisbane’s Cloudland; 
the large, elegant dance hall that was destroyed during the Bjelke-Peterson era of, ‘go forth 
and demolish.’ The couple had just one still shot of them at the venue. The student film 
maker visited the local newspaper offices, which yielded a plethora of professional archival 
photographs of dancers on the sprung dance floor, the hall from different angles, the grand 
proscenium arch entrance to the historic building and even the sorry pile of post demolition 
rubble. This visual material provided much of the overlay detail described in the couple’s 
interview. The story developed from the romancing and marriage of the young couple at 
Cloudland to the husband taking a proactive political role on the preservation of national trust 
buildings after the demise of Cloudland. The personal story became a powerful political 
statement, because of the clever use of research and overlayed archival materials. In technical 
terms this meant matching what was said in the interview on video track 2, with a carefully 
timed series of still shots overlayed on video track 1, and appropriate ballroom dance music 
laid on audio track 2. The narrower the range of available tracks, and the more basic the 
software you use, the more tightly planned your video will need to be and or the more fine 
tuning you’ll need to do in post. Higher end programs such as Final Cut Express and Final 
Cut Pro for Macs and Premier Pro for PCs add greater flexibility to your final assembling, 
because of multiple tracks. Even i movie allows multiple tracks for overlays.  
 
If you are using a simple program such as Movie Maker, however, you have a couple of 
options. You can create simple overlays by tweaking the audio tracks, by reducing the 
volume or muting the audio (right click on the audio timelines for options) linked to the 
video, and increasing the audio from music or narration. You can also import sound files 
from MP3 players, if you have recorded the interview using one of these in addition to 
filming. Use the Movie Maker tools options to drag imported clips into the timeline and trim.  
 Narration can also be added using the tools menu, although again careful planning using 
narration built into the three column script saves time here and keeps the editing process 
smooth. A more interesting option is to import mixed tracks as a single audio file from other 
free programs like audacity, if your students wish to experiment with more sophisticated 
audio effects. The advantage of this is that it allows great flexibility, since you can also 
record narration if necessary, the disadvantage (far outweighed by the pluses) is that the 
student needs to learn another program, but mastering an audio program becomes very useful 
if students then venture into podcasting, digital storytelling or animationx. It is worth it to 
take the time with the audio since sound is very important in telling your story. The 
soundtrack can include digital files including: 
• Music/sound/ audio- original is best, but there are purchasable CDs with royalty 
free loops, or free downloadable remixesxi and or programs are available for 
composition   
• spec FX and /or abstract sounds (such as machine noises, to enhance rhythm). 
These can be recorded using MP3 recorders or downloaded from royalty free 
sites. 
• atmos (natural sounds such as splashing in a pool, captured by the camera, audio 
recording devices, the web) 
• voices- including parts of the interview, for which you only want to use the sound. 
• VO or ‘Voice of God’- not such a great idea in a microdocumentary 
• If using Mac computers - use the sound editing program ‘Garageband,’ or if using 
PCs you can create remixed music using audacity and /or import music from 
Creative Commons or other copyright free websitesxii. 
When adding music it is important to avoid song lyrics as it will often interfere with the 
meaning of the interview talk. Instrumental music is best, unless of course you are telling a 
story about a band or musician and using their music in the story. You will need to adjust the 
volume of the music audio in tools, so that what is being said is still clear. 
Adding credits and titles can be as fancy as your software will allow, but all of them have 
these functions built in. When in doubt use the help menu of the program, most of which are 
now online. Digital natives have no problems scouring the web for tips, hints and tricks on 
making the most out of the program they will be using. I always say my students are my 
greatest resource. 
The final step when you are sure that all you want to include has been included, when you 
have fine tuned by adding transitions, such as simple cross dissolves. When all your audio 
files match the visuals and you are happy with your story you need to output your project. 
This will depend on how you want to share your final product. You can output to DVD or 
stream on the web, as long as you have ensured that all your sound and images are copyright 
free, remixed or clearedxiii, you can share your work. Follow the instructions on the software 
program you are using and allow time for the project to render and build files. Your final 
project will appear as a .wmv file. 
Following these basic steps should have you well on your way to making a production on a 
shoe- string budget. 
Bio: Dr Anita Jetnikoff lectures in Film and Media Curriculum Studies and English 
Curriculum Studies at QUT. She is co-author of the book Media Remix, published in 2008, by 
Wiley and Sons. 
 
 
                                                 
i For fuller tips on composition and framing see Dezuanni, M. And Jetnikoff, A. (2008) Media Remix. Wiley and 
Sons: Brisbane. 
ii Enough Rope (Denton, 2008), ABC, Monday, September, 29, 2008. 
                                                                                                                                                        
iii For more information on microphone and setting up ideal audio, see Mollison, M. (2003) Producing Videos: a 
complete guide, AFTRS. Allen & Unwin: Crows Nest. 
iv For more tips on camera angles and shot types see Media Remix 
v Gavin Stephenson and Jade X’s microdocumentary, ‘Drawing the Line,’ QUT, 2006. 
vi For much more information on shot types and shooting tips see ‘creating style and story,’ in Dezuanni, M. & 
Jetnikoff, A. (2008) Media Remix. Wiley and Sons: Brisbane. 
 
vii A reproducible EDL template is available in the appendices of  Dezuanni, M. & Jetnikoff, A. (2008) Media 
Remix. Wiley and Sons: Brisbane. 
viii IEEE ports and firewire cables have dropped considerably in price recently, and these are very affordable 
additions to school and home computers. Most new computers come with these ports included, but if you are 
thinking of purchasing new PCs and want to do video editing work with your students, these are a must. 
ix Screen Educations technical section has covered editing using different software, over the last few years and a 
search will give you much more detail than I can give you here. 
x For projects involving these other media activities see Dezuanni, M.& Jetnikoff, A. (2008) Media Remix. 
Wiley and Sons: Brisbane. 
 
xi Check the Creative commons website. Windows Movie Maker can import the following audio file types: .aif, 
.aifc, .aiff .asf, .au, .mp2, .mp3, .mpa, .snd, .wav, and .wma 
 
xii For royalty free music search the web and check creative commons remixes. The licenses sometimes allow 
you to use remixed music for free as long as you credit the musicians. 
xiii Check the Creative commons website for licensing and copyright rules. 
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